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Abstract There is strong evidence that the expansion and intensification of irrigation over the
twentieth century has affected climate in many regions. However, it remains uncertain if these irrigation
effects, including buffered warming trends, will weaken or persist under future climate change conditions.
Using a 20-member climate model ensemble simulation, we demonstrate that irrigation will continue to
attenuate greenhouse gas-forced warming and soil moisture drying in many regions over the 21st century,
including Mexico, the Mediterranean, Southwest Asia, and China. Notably, this occurs without any further
expansion or intensification of irrigation beyond current levels, even while greenhouse gas forcing steadily
increases. However, the magnitude and significance of these moderating irrigation effects
vary across regions and are highly sensitive to the background climate state and the degree to which
evapotranspiration is supply (moisture) versus demand (energy) limited. Further, limitations on water and
land availability may restrict our ability to maintain modern irrigation rates into the future. Nevertheless,
it is likely that irrigation, alongside other components of intensive land management, will continue to
strongly modulate regional climate impacts in the future. Irrigation should therefore be considered in
conjunction with other key regional anthropogenic forcings (e.g., land cover change and aerosols) when
investigating the local manifestation of global climate drivers (e.g., greenhouse gases) in model projections.
Plain Language Summary Alongside increasing global greenhouse gas concentrations, climate
is also sensitive to regional climate forcings, including changes in land use and land management. During
the twentieth century, the expansion and intensification of irrigation strongly diminished warming trends
in many regions. Here, we demonstrate that maintaining modern irrigation rates into the future would
continue to modulate regional warming and soil moisture drying during the 21st century, even as
greenhouse gas forcing continues to increase. However, the magnitude of these irrigation effects is highly
sensitive to regional climate differences, and critical limitations on water and land availability may limit
our ability to continue irrigation rates at modern levels.
1. Introduction
Irrigation is the single largest category of human water use, accounting for 60–70% of global freshwater with-
drawals and up to 80% of consumption (Siebert et al., 2015; Wada et al., 2013). Beyond the well-established
importance of irrigation for agricultural production (Siebert et al., 2005, 2015), the effects of irrigation on the
climate system itself are also being increasingly recognized. Empirical and modeling studies have demon-
strated how irrigation can reduce surface and air temperatures (Chen & Dirmeyer, 2019; Cook et al., 2015;
Kueppers et al., 2007; Nocco et al., 2019; Puma & Cook, 2010; Singh et al., 2018), diminish heat extremes
(Lobell et al., 2008; Thiery et al., 2017, 2020), and increase precipitation (DeAngelis et al., 2010; Lo &
Famiglietti, 2013; Yang et al., 2017). There is even strong evidence that irrigation-induced cooling has
reduced the magnitude of greenhouse gas-forced warming trends in some regions (Bonfils & Lobell, 2007;
Lobell & Bonfils, 2008; Lobell et al., 2008; Nocco et al., 2019). These effects can be so large that intensive
land management, including irrigation, has even been proposed as a potential strategy for ameliorating the
regional and local effects of global warming (Hirsch et al., 2017; Seneviratne et al., 2018).
There are, however, outstanding uncertainties regarding the role of irrigation in historical and future climate
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climate) expanded and intensified rapidly over the twentieth century (Siebert et al., 2015), this expansion
has slowed considerably in recent years (Wada et al., 2013). In fact, most irrigation scenarios for the future
indicate it is unlikely that irrigation will increase substantially, if at all, in the coming decades, a consequence
of climate change and declining land and water resources (Elliott et al., 2014; Faurès et al., 2002; Turral et al.,
2011). Furthermore, while some studies have investigated the effects of irrigation under future warming
scenarios (Cook et al., 2011), none have considered the potentially time transient nature of the irrigation
response should irrigation rates stop expanding or start declining while global forcing (e.g., anthropogenic
greenhouse gases) continues increasing. Therefore, while the historical influence of irrigation on climate
has been widely investigated, the capacity of irrigation to continue influencing regional climate in the face
of ongoing and future increases in greenhouse gas forcing remains an open question.
Here, we investigate the potential for modern irrigation rates to continue influencing regional climate during
the 21st century using an existing 20-member ensemble simulation of the GISS climate model (“ModelE”)
forced by a high warming greenhouse gas scenario (RCP 8.5). While previous analyses using ModelE have
focused on the influence of irrigation in the historical period (Cook et al., 2015; Puma & Cook, 2010), or
investigated irrigation in the future using simplified equilibrium simulations (Cook et al., 2011), our anal-
yses are centered on the impact of modern irrigation rates alongside rising greenhouse forcing. This allows
us to evaluate the potentially transient magnitude and significance of irrigation effects on temperature and
soil moisture as global forcing steadily increases, but irrigation remains fixed, for the 21st century. We specif-
ically address two primary research questions: (1) How does summer climate evolve in irrigated regions,
relative to adjacent nonirrigated regions? and (2) how does the effect of modern irrigation rates on surface
air temperature (SAT) and soil moisture anomalies change with rising greenhouse gas forcing in the 21st
century?
2. Materials and Methods
Our study uses the GISS-SST ensemble, a 20-member SST-forced ensemble (at 2◦ × 2.5◦ spatial resolution)
of the latest version (v2.1) of the GISS climate model, ModelE. GISS-SST was originally developed to investi-
gate how SST forcing of regional hydroclimate would change under enhanced greenhouse gas forcing in the
future (Cook et al., 2019), but all GISS-SST ensemble members also include irrigation as an external anthro-
pogenic forcing. Here, we use GISS-SST as an “ensemble of opportunity” to investigate the degree to which
modern irrigation will continue to influence climate as greenhouse warming intensifies in the 21st century,
using an analysis approach detailed under section 2.3. First, we provide a broad summary of the setup of the
GISS-SST ensemble and refer interested readers to Cook et al. (2019) for the complete details.
2.1. The GISS-SST Ensemble
Over the historical period (1871–2014), all 20 GISS-SST ensemble members are identically forced with the
HadiSST sea ice and SST data set (Rayner et al., 2003) and CMIP6 historical climate forcings (Eyring et al.,
2016). Each individual ensemble member uses a unique set of initial conditions in the atmosphere and land
surface (soil temperature and moisture) sampled from a 500-year-long preindustrial simulation that uses
fixed 1850 forcings and climatological average HadiSST sea ice and SSTs from the years 1876–1885. Each
ensemble member continues running from 2015–2100, using RCP 8.5 forcings and a new SST and sea ice
forcing data set. To generate the new SSTs and sea ice, we linearly detrend the HadiSST data sets from
1915–2100, retaining interannual to multidecadal variability but removing any long-term changes in tem-
perature or sea ice concentrations. We then superimpose this variability on 2015–2100 SST and sea ice trends
taken from a separate nine-member slab ocean (q-flux) ModelE ensemble simulation using CMIP6 historical
(1871–2014) and RCP 8.5 (2015–2100) forcings. With this approach, we generated a new synthetic SST and
sea ice data set with variability representative of the historical record from 1915–2000, but with long-term
trends (characterized by ocean warming and declining sea ice) consistent with the ModelE response to RCP
8.5 forcings from 2015–2100. All vegetation types in ModelE, including crops and natural vegetation (up
to 17 different plant functional types; see Kim et al., 2015, for more details), share soil moisture from the
same soil column. While GISS ModelE does not have dynamic vegetation, it includes plant physiological
responses (gross primary productivity and stomatal conductance) to atmospheric CO2 concentrations.
Global warming in GISS-SST, defined as the change in global, annual average SAT anomalies, is ≈5 K above
preindustrial by the end of the 21st century (Figure 1a), comparable to the warming in the NCAR Large
Ensemble simulation (Kay et al., 2014). While the GISS-SST ensemble uses a high emissions, high warming
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Figure 1. (a) Global annual average surface air temperature (SAT) anomalies (Kelvins) in the GISS-SST ensemble.
Each red line is an SAT time series from an individual ensemble member. Vertical dashed lines indicate dates when, in
the ensemble average, SAT crosses major warming thresholds: +1.5 K (2024), +2.0 K (2034), and +3.0 K (2055). (b, c)
Trends in boreal summer (June-July-August; JJA) irrigation (mm/day/year) for two twentieth century intervals
(1901–1950 and 1951–2005) in the data set used to force the GISS-SST ensemble. For the 21st century (2006 to 2100),
irrigation is fixed in time, equivalent to rates in 2004. The areas labeled and outlined in red are the main regions of
analysis, within which climate is compared between irrigated (IRR) and adjacent, nonirrigated (NON) grid cells.
scenario (RCP 8.5), we emphasize that the intention here is not to present a formal projection or argue that
such a simulation represents a “business-as-usual” trajectory for the evolution of the climate system in the
near future. Rather, this scenario allows us to evaluate how the effects of irrigation will change across a wide
range of warming thresholds as the climate in the ensemble evolves over the 21st century. Some of these
thresholds are highlighted in Figure 1a (vertical dashed lines), and in later figures, denoting the dates when
SAT warming reaches +1.5 K (2024), +2.0 K (2034), and +3.0 K (2055) above preindustrial.
2.2. Irrigation in GISS ModelE
Irrigation in ModelE is not calculated prognostically but is instead prescribed as a time-varying forcing based
on an updated version of the offline calculated irrigation water demand (IWD) data set of Wisser et al. (2010),
which includes provisioning for paddy production and inefficiencies (Wada et al., 2014; Wisser et al., 2010).
This IWD data set is generated by combining the University of Frankfurt/FAO Global Maps of Irrigated
Areas (Siebert, Döll, Feick, & Hoogeveen, 2005; Siebert, Döll, Hoogeveen, et al., 2005), an offline terrestrial
water balance model (Federer et al., 2003; Vörösmarty et al., 1998), and crop-specific calendars, growing
season lengths, and water demand coefficients that account for regional cropping practices (Portmann et al.,
2010; Siebert & Döll, 2010). Over irrigated areas, IWD is then estimated as the water required to ensure
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optimal crop growth. The modeling approach described in Wada et al. (2014) is considered to be among the
state-of-the-art approaches and is also being used to contribute to ISIMIP activities (Schewe et al., 2014),
which are ongoing efforts to use the latest techniques to constrain water resource use globally and regionally.
This IWD data set provides some of the best empirically constrained global estimates of irrigation applica-
tions currently available. Importantly, irrigation in the field is not solely constrained by crop water demand
but is also influenced by decision making in response to conventional or traditional management practices,
market prices, power availability, leakage and abstraction efficiencies, farmer behavior, and other pressures
or incentives that extend beyond crop and environmental water losses (Grogan et al., 2017; Levidow et al.,
2014; Nazemi & Wheater, 2015). These can be all the more influential than climatic water demand in heav-
ily irrigated regions, especially those that rely on groundwater and use it in unsustainable ways (Bassi, 2014;
Grogan et al., 2017; Rodell et al., 2009). The estimates we use in ModelE from the offline modeling approach
attempt to account for some of these nonbiophysical influences on applied irrigation water, for example,
by using empirical data sets of irrigated areas and crop calendars to constrain the seasonal timing, spatial
extent, and trends in irrigation intensity and extent. This data set thus serves to capture irrigation as a human
forcing, rather than one constrained by crop water demand alone.
Within ModelE, this estimated IWD is applied as a forcing to the vegetated portion of the grid cell below
the vegetation canopy where, for days with irrigation rates above zero, irrigation is applied at every model
time step and is distributed evenly throughout the day. Initially, water to satisfy the irrigation demand is
sourced from surface reservoirs (lakes and rivers) within the same irrigated grid cell. If, however, this flux
is insufficient to fully satisfy the prescribed IWD, additional water is added from outside of the system, con-
ceptually representing fossil groundwater. As in the real world, where fossil groundwater is disconnected
from the hydrological cycle in the modern climate system, this additional flux of water for irrigation repre-
sents an addition to the total mass of water within ModelE. Despite its simplified representation, irrigation
in ModelE has been used successfully to investigate historical and modern irrigation impacts on climate
(Cook et al., 2015; Puma & Cook, 2010; Singh et al., 2018). Additionally, previous work has demonstrated
that inclusion of irrigation in ModelE improves the simulated variability of summer monsoon circulation
indices over South Asia (Shukla et al., 2014).
In the GISS-SST ensemble, irrigation from 1901–2015 is prescribed according to the historically varying data
set of Wisser et al. (2010). Over the late nineteenth century (1871–1900), during which empirical IWD esti-
mates are not available, irrigation is estimated by linearly interpolating early twentieth century irrigation
rates back in time. From 2006–2100, irrigation is fixed in time (set to the irrigation rate for 2004 every year),
effectively representing a future irrigation scenario where current irrigation levels are maintained. Irriga-
tion rates have increased steadily over the historical period, accelerating in many regions from the early
(1901–1950) (Figure 1b) to late (1951–2005) (Figure 1c) twentieth century. Irrigation is highly localized in
some of the most agriculturally productive regions of the world (e.g., the Central United States, India, and
China), but at the hemispheric and global scale, the most widespread and highest irrigation rates are in
monsoon Asia.
Historical changes in irrigation over our eight regions of interest (Figure 2) are in line with broader hemi-
spheric irrigation trends toward increased irrigation rates. In all regions, irrigation increases over the
twentieth century, with a notable acceleration after 1950 in some areas, especially the Central Plains, Cen-
tral China, and Northern China. Irrigation rates are generally higher over the regions in Asia, especially in
Southwest Asia.
2.3. Analyses
We focus on irrigation effects on climate during the boreal summer (JJA) in the Northern Hemisphere.
Climate responses to irrigation are likely to be largest during the summer, which is the time of year in
most regions when evaporative demand is highest, land-atmosphere coupling is strongest, and irrigation
reaches its peak annual levels. We acknowledge, however, that irrigation rates outside of these months can
be high (e.g., the dry premonsoon season over India) and irrigation impacts in these seasons may be different
compared to JJA. We also focus on two variables: SAT and near-surface soil moisture from the top two layers,
extending to a depth of approximately 30 cm. While other variables are also likely sensitive to irrigation
(e.g., humidity), SAT and soil moisture have direct relevance for impacts and will be directly responsive to
irrigation. Further, we expect that because of the local nature of the response of these variables to irrigation,
these will be relatively straightforward to assess using the analysis approach we have outlined below.
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Figure 2. Over our eight regions of interest, area average boreal summer (June-July-August; JJA) irrigation rates
(mm/day) from 1900–2005. These rates are taken from the data set of Wisser et al. (2010) and then applied as a forcing
to the land surface in ModelE.
Ideally, we would be able to compare the climate response over irrigated grid cells in the GISS-SST ensemble
with an alternative, counterfactual ensemble simulation that excludes irrigation. However, the computa-
tional cost (approximately 400,000–500,000 processor hours) of generating a new version of the GISS-SST
ensemble without irrigation is prohibitively expensive with our current computational resources. Therefore,
we instead compare anomalies and trends in SAT and soil moisture between irrigated (defined as grid cells
with modern, annual average irrigation rates ≥0.05 mm/day; IRR) and adjacent, nonirrigated (defined as
cells with modern annual average irrigation rates <0.05 mm/day; NON) grid cells within the ensemble. The
NON grid cells include cells that are diagonally adjacent to IRR grid cells. For analysis purposes, both the
IRR and NON grid cells are fixed in time using this criteria, including over both the historical and future
time intervals.
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Our methodology is similar to previous studies that use a proximity based, moving search window to iden-
tify climate impacts from local forcings, including irrigation and land use change (Chen & Dirmeyer, 2019;
Kumar et al., 2013; Lejeune et al., 2017). However, because of the coarse spatial resolution of ModelE
(which limits the number of grid cells available for sampling), we do not compare individual irrigated grid
cell responses. Instead, we select several large regions (outlined in Figure 1 and detailed in the next para-
graph), which include broadly even sampling of IRR and NON grid cells. Specifically, the ratio of IRR to
IRR + NON cells in all of our regions falls between 0.35 and 0.65, consistent with the sampling criteria used
in Chen and Dirmeyer (2019). Within each region, we average climate responses over the IRR grid cells and
NON grid cells separately and then compare the two to assess the irrigation response. As with the studies
cited above that use a similar approach, the implicit assumption is that neighboring grid cells should have
similar responses to global-scale forcing changes (e.g., anthropogenic greenhouse gases) and will be pri-
marily differentiated by the local forcing differences (in our case, irrigation). For some regions, our analysis
approach may underestimate the spatial extent of irrigation impacts because we focus solely on the effects
of irrigation on temperature and soil moisture within irrigated grid cells. Numerous studies, however, have
documented how the influence of irrigation can extend remotely over broad regions as a consequence of heat
and moisture transport by the atmosphere (DeAngelis et al., 2010; de Vrese et al., 2016; Lo & Famiglietti,
2013).
The main regions we focus on are outlined in the dashed red boxes in Figure 1, representing areas with
mixes of irrigated and nonirrigated grid cells across a diversity of climate regions. Because of the sampling
constraint that each of our regions must include a mix of IRR and NON grid cells, we were forced to exclude
some of the most heavily irrigated regions, including peninsular India and coastal China. The regions we
chose were as follows: Western North America (127◦W–107◦W, 31◦N–49◦N; ratio of IRR to IRR + NON grid
cells = 0.36), the Central Plains (105◦W–95◦W, 31◦N–49◦N; ratio = 0.39), Mexico (110◦W–95◦W, 15◦N–31◦N;
ratio = 0.64), Western Mediterranean (10◦W–19◦E, 30◦N–50◦N; ratio = 0.62), Eastern Mediterranean
(19◦E–53◦E, 20◦N–50◦N; ratio = 0.52), Southwest Asia (53◦E–76◦E, 24◦N–47◦N; ratio = 0.53), Central China
(100◦E–115◦E, 19◦N–38◦N; ratio = 0.63), and Northern China (109◦E–135◦E, 39◦N–49◦N; ratio = 0.52).
In some regions, there may be substantial differences in climate between the IRR and NON grid cells that are
unrelated to irrigation. For example, over Western North America, many of the adjacent, nonirrigated grid
cells occupy higher elevation areas that are likely to have higher absolute precipitation during the summer
relative to lower elevations, where most of the irrigation occurs. We note, however, that our determination
of whether irrigation continues to have climate impacts in the future is primarily focused on comparisons of
trends and anomalies (i.e., “Are nonirrigated regions warming or drying more over time than adjacent irri-
gated areas?”), rather than absolute differences. While imperfect, in the absence of alternative simulations
excluding irrigation, this comparison is therefore the most appropriate for estimating the climate impact
of irrigation in this ensemble. For regions where there are apparent differences in climate between IRR
and NON that appear unrelated to irrigation, we discuss this and use this information to contextualize our
assessment of irrigation effects on climate.
3. Results
3.1. Climate Trends in Irrigated and Adjacent Regions
Warming (Figure 3) dominates across most regions over both IRR and NON grid cells, especially after
2006. For many areas (e.g., Mexico, Central Plains, China, and the Mediterranean), warming trends are
larger during the early (1901–1950) compared to late (1951–2005) twentieth century, despite the increase
in greenhouse gases and other anthropogenic forcings over time. These time-varying warming trends over
the twentieth century may reflect, in part, the strong cooling effect from rapidly expanding and intensify-
ing irrigation rates over some regions during the latter period (Figures 1 and 2). However, other forcing
agents are also changing over time (e.g., land cover and aerosols), as are other variables (e.g., precipitation)
relevant for SAT, precluding a formal attribution analysis with the existing simulations. As greenhouse gas
forcing rapidly increases in the 21st century, and irrigation is held constant at the current rates, much more
widespread and intense warming appears nearly everywhere.
Precipitation trends are more spatially heterogeneous than the SAT trends (Figure 4). The largest model
response is over peninsular India, which shows strong wetting from 1901–1950, followed by drying from
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Figure 3. Ensemble median boreal summer (JJA) SAT trends (K/year) for irrigated (IRR; indicated by open circles)
and adjacent, nonirrigated (NON) grid cells in the GISS-SST ensemble. As noted in the text, NON grid cells include
those that are diagonally adjacent to the IRR grid cells. Trends are calculated within each ensemble member first, and
then the median of these trends is calculated and shown in the figure. Dashed black boxes indicate the regions within
which IRR and NON grid cells are separately averaged and compared in later analyses.
1951–2005, and a stronger wetting trend from 2006–2055. The late twentieth century drying is broadly con-
sistent with other model analyses of irrigation and the monsoon, which show that irrigation weakens the
monsoon by altering land-ocean temperature contrasts (Guimberteau et al., 2012; Shukla et al., 2014; Singh
et al., 2018). The precipitation trends track closely with the SAT trends over India and may be the primary
driver of temperature trends over this region: strong warming and precipitation drying from 1951–2005
and weak SAT trends and increasing precipitation from 1901–1950 and 2006–2055. As with SAT, however,
changes in other forcings within the simulations mean that these shifts in the monsoon cannot be explicitly
attributed to any single factor.
Near-surface soil moisture trends reflect changes in precipitation, evaporative losses, and (where applicable)
irrigation (Figure 5). In most irrigated grid cells, trends during the twentieth century are toward wetter soils,
especially over the Mediterranean, northwest India, Northern China, and Southwest Asia. Northwest India
represents one of the most intensely irrigated regions in our ensemble, and the pronounced soil moisture
wetting here may explain the intense cooling in this region during 1951–2005 (Figure 2). This contrasts with
the rest of India where soil moisture dries (Figure 5), consistent with declining precipitation (Figure 4). From
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Figure 4. Ensemble median boreal summer (JJA) precipitation trends (mm/day/year) for irrigated (IRR; indicated by
open circles) and adjacent, nonirrigated (NON) grid cells in the GISS-SST ensemble. Trends are calculated within each
ensemble member first, and then the median of these trends is calculated and shown in the figure. Dashed black boxes
indicate the regions within which IRR and NON grid cells are separately averaged and compared in later analyses.
2006–2055, wetting continues over peninsular India, despite the fact that irrigation is stable in time, and
may be a consequence of large increases in precipitation. For 2056–2100, precipitation no longer increases
over India and soil moisture declines as warming continues. Outside of this region, soil moisture trends
throughout irrigated areas in the 21st century are mostly toward drying.
Median zonal trends in SAT and soil moisture for IRR and NON grid cells are compared in Figure 6. SAT
trends across latitudes are uniformly positive (warming) for all four time intervals (Figures 6a–6d), a direct
response to the steadily increasing greenhouse gas forcing. For most latitudes and time periods, however,
warming trends are significantly (two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p ≤ 0.05, n = 20) lower in IRR ver-
sus NON, indicating that irrigation is moderating the warming. This effect is especially pronounced from
1951–2005, when irrigation increases rapidly and significantly slows the warming across most latitudes
from 10◦N–30◦N. Notably, this cooling forcing from irrigation (i.e., reduced warming trends over IRR ver-
sus NON) continues into the 21st century across most latitudes, despite the fact that irrigation is no longer
increasing.
Irrigation impacts on zonal soil moisture trends (Figures 6e–6h) are more variable in space and time, likely
because of the sensitivity of soil moisture to a host of variables (e.g., precipitation) that will not respond as
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Figure 5. Ensemble median boreal summer (JJA) trends (mm/year) in near surface (surface to a depth of ≈30 cm) soil
moisture for irrigated (IRR; indicated by open circles) and adjacent, nonirrigated (NON) grid cells in the GISS-SST
ensemble. Trends are calculated within each ensemble member first, and then the median of these trends is calculated
and shown in the figure. Dashed black boxes indicate the regions within which IRR and NON grid cells are separately
averaged and compared in later analyses.
uniformly or homogeneously as temperature. Soil moisture trends are mostly positive or near zero during
the twentieth century, and there is a clear irrigation effect in most latitudes to either diminish drying or
amplify wetting trends. During the twentieth century, the largest trends (positive and negative) occur at
latitudes below 10◦N and may reflect sampling issues at these latitudes. For example, the spatial extent of
irrigation is greatest between 20◦N and 45◦N, with the number of IRR and NON grid cells typically ≥20 for
any latitude band at these latitudes. By contrast, fewer than 10 (and in some cases,<5) IRR or NON grid cells
are available at any given latitude between 0◦N and 10◦N, and (because of the large ocean area) these cells
are sparsely sampled across disparate regions. Over the 21st century, soil moisture trends are mostly toward
drying, especially in the midlatitudes above 30◦N in 2006–2055 and across all latitudes from 2056–2100.
Irrigation effects are more mixed during these periods, with the most significant impacts manifesting in
2006–2055 between 15◦N and 30◦N.
3.2. Coherency of Climate Trends and Variability Across IRR and NON Grid Cells
As with previous studies using a similar analysis approach (Chen & Dirmeyer, 2019; Kumar et al., 2013;
Lejeune et al., 2017), we implicitly assume analogous responses to global forcing and large-scale climate
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Figure 6. (a–h) Median zonal SAT (K/year) and soil moisture (mm/year) trends for irrigated (IRR) and adjacent, nonirrigated (NON) grid cells in the GISS-SST
ensemble over our four periods of analysis. Solid lines indicate the ensemble median; shading indicates the 25th–75th percentile range across the ensemble.
Solid dots indicate latitudes where the ensemble median trend is significantly different (two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p ≤ 0.05, n = 20) between IRR and
NON.
variability over IRR and NON grid cells, such that differences between the two can be primarily attributed
to irrigation. To test this assumption, we compare the long-term JJA temperature evolution and variability
between IRR and NON grid cells within each of our regions (Figure 7). Changes over time in the long-term
warming trends are similar between IRR and NON in all regions, even as irrigation acts to substantially
reduce much of the total warming in the late 20th and 21st centuries for some regions. For example, both
IRR and NON grid cells show modest early twentieth century warming, a slowdown in warming during the
midtwentieth century, and accelerated warming after the 1970s and out to 2100. Interannual variability is
also strongly coherent between IRR and NON, which we demonstrate by calculating Pearson's correlations
between the IRR and NON time series within each region after first differencing the time series to remove
long-term changes and low-frequency variability. The median correlations, calculated across all 20 ensemble
members, are shown in the lower right corners of each panel in Figure 7. For most regions, these correlations
are in excess of 0.90, with the weakest magnitude over the Western Mediterranean (though still>0.70). From
these analyses, we conclude that global climate forcings and large-scale climate variability in each of our
regions are evenly expressed across IRR and NON grid cells, satisfying our initial assumptions that these
grid cells can be primarily differentiated in terms of the effects of irrigation.
3.3. Surface Air Temperature and Soil Moisture Responses to Irrigation
To evaluate the magnitude and significance of irrigation effects in each region, we calculate differences (IRR
minus NON) in summer (JJA) SAT (Figure 8) and soil moisture (Figure 9) anomalies (calculated relative to
a baseline climatology of 1891–1920) in our eight regions. Colored, vertical lines in both figures indicate the
years when global warming in the GISS-SST ensemble passes the +1.5 K (2024), +2.0 K (2034), and +3.0 K
(2055) thresholds. Anomalies from the IRR and NON grid cells are averaged together separately, before
differences are calculated. These figures therefore show differences in the changes in SAT and soil mois-
ture anomalies between IRR and NON, rather than differences in the absolute values. Negative differences
in SAT indicate that warming is reduced over IRR grid cells compared to NON, while positive soil moisture
differences indicate less drying or more wetting over IRR versus NON. Years with statistically significant differ-
ences between IRR and NON anomalies are indicated by the black dots (two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test,
p ≤ 0.05, n = 20).
Irrigation reduces greenhouse gas-forced warming in ModelE, though the magnitude, significance, and per-
sistence of this effect vary strongly across our eight regions (Figure 8). Central China, Southwest Asia, the
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Figure 7. Summer (JJA) surface air temperature anomalies (baseline 1891–1920) for irrigated (IRR) and adjacent,
nonirrigated (NON) grid cells for our eight regions of interest. Shading indicates the 25th–75th percentile range across
the ensemble. Numbers in the bottom right corners of each panel are the ensemble median Pearson's correlation
coefficients, calculated for 1871–2100 after first differencing the IRR and NON time series in each ensemble member.
Western Mediterranean, and Mexico are all regions where significant irrigation cooling effects persist out
to the end of the 21st century. For the Eastern Mediterranean and Northern China, however, the effect of
irrigation is transient, with strong cooling effects only appearing briefly around the end of the twentieth cen-
tury and beginning of the 21st century. Twenty-first century irrigation cooling also occurs in Western North
America, although the effect is insignificant in most years and is largely absent in the Central Plains. Except
for Mexico and Central China, irrigation causes positive and sustained increases in soil moisture, resulting
in relative wetting (i.e., greater wetting or reduced drying) over IRR grid cells compared to NON (Figure 9).
For most regions, the most significant soil moisture impacts begin in the late twentieth century, reflecting
the rapid intensification of irrigation during this period. As with SAT, irrigation effects on soil moisture sta-
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Figure 8. (a–h) Summer (JJA) differences in SAT anomalies (baseline 1891–1920) between irrigated (IRR) and
adjacent, nonirrigated (NON) grid cells for eight regions. Shading indicates the 25th–75th percentile range across the
ensemble. Vertical colored lines indicate dates when, in the ensemble average, SAT crosses major warming thresholds:
+1.5 K (2024), +2.0 K (2034), and +3.0 K (2055). Negative differences indicate a reduced magnitude of warming over
IRR compared to NON grid cells. Solid dots indicate years where the ensemble median anomalies are significantly
different between IRR and NON (two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p ≤ 0.05, n = 20).
bilize and are sustained to the end of the 21st century in most regions, though they weaken somewhat in
the Western Mediterranean.
Quantitative, like-for-like comparisons of irrigation effects on temperature between models and observa-
tions, or even across models, are challenging for a variety of reasons. These include the typically much
coarser spatial resolution of models compared to observations; the absence of detailed information on actual
irrigation amounts and practices in many regions; and irrigation and crop management practices in obser-
vations and models, which vary from place to place and are often driven by social and political processes
not represented within climate models. The sign of irrigation-temperature responses (i.e., cooling) in Mod-
elE in the regions we investigated is consistent with observations (Chen & Dirmeyer, 2019), including over
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Figure 9. (a–h) Summer (JJA) differences in soil moisture anomalies (baseline 1891–1920) between irrigated (IRR) and
adjacent, nonirrigated (NON) grid cells for eight regions. Shading indicates the 25th–75th percentile range across the
ensemble. Vertical colored lines indicate dates when, in the ensemble average, SAT crosses major warming thresholds:
+1.5 K (2024), +2.0 K (2034), and +3.0 K (2055). Positive differences indicate reduced drying, or increased wetting,
over IRR compared to NON grid cells. Solid dots indicate years where the ensemble median is significantly different
between IRR and NON (two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p ≤ 0.05, n = 20).
North America (Bonfils & Lobell, 2007; Mahmood et al., 2006, 2013) and China (Han & Yang, 2013; Lobell
et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2020) where some of the most detailed empirical analyses of irrigation and climate
have been conducted. Many of these same studies also show that this cooling effect is amplified after 1950 as
irrigation began rapidly expanding and intensifying (Mahmood et al., 2006), a change that is also apparent
in the ModelE temperature responses to irrigation (Figure 8).
Estimates of irrigation cooling effects vary across models and observations in our regions of interest. Yang
et al. (2020) estimated irrigation effects on temperature using satellite observations and a similar analy-
sis approach to our study, comparing irrigated areas against nearby nonirrigated regions. For humid areas
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of eastern China, where our Northern and Central China regions occur, they estimated a mean irrigation
cooling of −0.69 K in daytime land surface temperatures during 2003–2012. Over the same period in Mod-
elE, mean irrigation cooling in SAT was −0.23 K in Central China (Figure 8g) and −0.28 K in Northern
China (Figure 8h). Chen and Dirmeyer (2019) used a similar comparison approach across the full Northern
Hemisphere from 2002–2017. Over the Great Plains, they documented irrigation-induced cooling of around
−1.75 K, while ModelE shows a lesser cooling of only −0.24 K over our Central Plains regions during the
same period (Figure 8b). Similarly, Chen and Dirmeyer (2019) show a cooling of around −1 K in observa-
tions over eastern China, while in ModelE, the regional irrigation cooling in Central China is only −0.26 K
(Figure 8g). Notably, Chen and Dirmeyer (2019) demonstrate that the coupled climate model CESM simi-
larly underpredicts the magnitude of irrigation cooling compared to observations over many regions, though
not to the same degree as ModelE. They also show that this underprediction is largest in the lowest spatial
resolution version of CESM, which is also approximately the same resolution as ModelE. However, Thiery
et al. (2020) found that CESM overpredicts the cooling effect of irrigation on heat extremes.
While these results suggest that ModelE may be underpredicting the cooling effect of irrigation on boreal
summer temperature, it is difficult to definitively attribute differences in the irrigation responses between
ModelE and observations, or even ModelE and CESM, given the poor observational constraints and chal-
lenges inherent in conducting these comparisons. These results do, however, confirm that the sign of
temperature responses to irrigation in ModelE is consistent with the available model and observational
evidence for irrigation cooling over the historical period.
3.4. Regional Differences in Irrigation Climate Impacts
Irrigation effects on SAT and soil moisture are not spatially uniform (Figures 8 and 9) and may be absent
(i.e., SAT in the Central Plains), transient in time (i.e., SAT in the Eastern Mediterranean), or persistent out
to the end of the 21st century (e.g., soil moisture in Southwest Asia). Interactions between irrigation and
climate are strongly modulated by the baseline hydroclimate (Cook et al., 2011; Puma & Cook, 2010), and
differences in the magnitude and significance of irrigation effects may be connected to shifts in hydroclimate
over time or differences from region to region. To a first order, irrigation is an additional input of water to the
surface that may help compensate for declines in precipitation or increases in evapotranspiration, buffering
soil moisture losses relative to grid cells without irrigation. If precipitation increases strongly across IRR and
NON grid cells in response to warming, however, the relative benefits of irrigation for soil moisture may
be increasingly diminished. Conversely, if precipitation declines strongly, then the relative importance of
irrigation for maintaining soil moisture will be magnified.
Cooling from irrigation, in turn, occurs primarily through increased evapotranspiration and upward latent
heat fluxes (Cook et al., 2011; Puma & Cook, 2010). The magnitude of this effect depends strongly on the
degree to which evapotranspiration in a given region is limited by energy (demand) versus moisture (supply)
availability (Koster et al., 2009). This is typically quantified using the evaporative fraction metric, defined
as the latent heat flux divided by net radiation at the surface, with the energy partitioning further mediated
by vegetation responses. Relatively low evaporative fraction values (≤0.6) are typical of moisture-limited
regions, where evapotranspiration and temperature will respond strongly to changes in soil moisture (and
therefore irrigation). At extremely low evaporative fractions (less than 0.3 or 0.4), however, temperature
responses to irrigation may be limited because any additional water added can be quickly evapotranspired
away, leaving the full atmospheric demand unfulfilled and the excess energy allocated toward sensible heat-
ing. Conversely, at evaporative fractions greater than 0.6 or 0.7, evapotranspiration is primarily limited by
energy availability. For irrigation to affect evapotranspiration and SAT in these regions would therefore typi-
cally require some relaxation of existing energy constraints (e.g., increasing evaporative demand by warming
the atmosphere).
Here, we characterize the baseline hydroclimate, and changes therein, for each of our regions using absolute
values of precipitation, near-surface soil moisture, and evaporative fraction. We use this information to inter-
pret the magnitude and significance of the temperature and soil moisture responses to irrigation outlined
in Figures 8 and 9.
3.4.1. Western North America and the Central Plains
Over Western North America and the Central Plains, irrigation has a small effect on SAT (Figures 8a and 8b)
but a strong and persistent positive effect on soil moisture anomalies (Figures 9a and 9b). Baseline precipita-
tion is higher over NON (red line) versus IRR (blue line) in Western North America, though irrigation brings
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Figure 10. Hydroclimate over IRR (blue and green) and NON (red) grid cells in the GISS-SST ensemble for Western North America (a–c) and the Central
Plains (d–f). All variables are expressed in terms of absolute units: precipitation (mm/day; red and blue lines; a, d), precipitation plus irrigation over IRR grid
cells (mm/day; green lines; a, d), near-surface soil moisture (mm; b, e), and evaporative fraction (unitless; c, f). Solid lines indicate the ensemble median, while
shading shows the 25th–75th percentile range calculated across the ensemble.
total water inputs (green line) in NON and IRR closer to parity (Figure 10a). Absolute soil moisture values are
higher over NON (Figure 10b), especially during the twentieth century. Over the Central Plains, total water
inputs are similar between IRR and NON during the twentieth century (Figure 10d), with irrigation provid-
ing a substantial increase in the 21st century, which helps close the gap in absolute soil moisture between
IRR and NON (Figure 10e). As warming accelerates over the 21st century, absolute soil moisture declines in
both regions, especially compared to late twentieth century values. Because the NON regions are relatively
wetter during the twentieth century, and irrigation during the 21st century causes IRR grid cell water inputs
to exceed those in the NON regions, this manifests as a positive soil moisture anomaly difference (Figures 9a
and 9b) and a relatively greater drying over NON versus IRR. The lack of a SAT signal from irrigation in both
regions likely reflects the modest effect of irrigation on evaporative fraction (Figures 10c and 10f), indicating
little change in the surface energy partitioning that is the main driver of irrigation-induced cooling.
3.4.2. Mexico
In contrast to the other North American regions, Mexico shows large and sustained irrigation impacts on
SAT anomalies (Figure 8c) but not on soil moisture (Figure 9c). Precipitation and absolute soil moisture
decline over both IRR and NON during the 21st century (Figures 11a and 11b). This relatively equivalent
drying between both IRR and NON therefore manifests as an insignificant difference in soil moisture trends
between IRR and NON and thus a negligible irrigation effect (Figure 9c). However, irrigation does contribute
to persistently higher absolute soil moisture values over IRR (Figure 11b), causing a substantial increase in
evaporative fraction (+0.10) (Figure 11c). This increase is well within the typical range of values expected for
a moisture-limited evaporative regime and is sustained over the entire simulation, indicative of persistently
higher latent heating which diminishes warming trends over IRR relative to NON (Figure 8c).
3.4.3. Western and Eastern Mediterranean
Irrigation reduces warming (Figures 8d and 8e) and soil moisture drying (Figures 9d and 9e) in the Western
and Eastern Mediterranean, though the SAT effect in the Eastern Mediterranean is transient and significant
only around the turn of the 21st century. Both regions experience robust precipitation declines over the IRR
and NON grid cells (Figures 12a and 12d), especially during the 21st century, which causes drying in absolute
soil moisture (Figures 12b and 12e). In both regions, irrigation is sufficient to at least partially compensate
for the declines in precipitation, resulting in reduced relative soil moisture drying over the IRR grid cells
(Figures 9d and 9e).
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Figure 11. Hydroclimate over IRR (blue and green) and NON (red) grid cells in the GISS-SST ensemble for Mexico. All variables are expressed in terms of
absolute units: precipitation (mm/day; red and blue lines; a), precipitation plus irrigation over IRR grid cells (mm/day; green lines; a), near-surface soil
moisture (mm; b), and evaporative fraction (unitless; c). Solid lines indicate the ensemble median, while shading shows the 25th–75th percentile range
calculated across the ensemble.
While the evaporative fraction values indicate that both regions occupy moisture-limited evaporative
regimes (Figures 12c and 12f), the Eastern Mediterranean is much more arid, with values between 0.24 and
0.34. Even the additional water from irrigation in this region is therefore unlikely to fully satisfy the contin-
uing increases in evaporative demand with warming. This is evidenced by the fact that the cooling response
to irrigation is largest and most significant when the evaporative fraction difference is highest at the turn of
the 21st century (Figure 8e), while afterwards, the evaporative fraction, and enhanced latent heating asso-
ciated with irrigation, declines and the cooling effect disappears. The Western Mediterranean, however,
occupies intermediate evaporative fraction values where temperature sensitivity to soil moisture is highest,
with overall higher water availability that can continue to compensate for increases in evaporative demand
and support a significant irrigation cooling effect in the latter half of the 21st century.
3.4.4. Southwest Asia
Southwest Asia is the most arid region in our analysis, with the lowest absolute values of precipitation
(Figure 13a), nonirrigated soil moisture (Figure 13b), and evaporative fraction (Figure 13c). As a result, water
inputs are dominated by irrigation, which strongly moderates warming (Figure 8f) and soil moisture dry-
ing (Figure 9f). Notably, these irrigation effects are strong and persistent out to the end of the 21st century
Figure 12. Hydroclimate over IRR (blue and green) and NON (red) grid cells in the GISS-SST ensemble for the Western Mediterranean (a–c) and the Eastern
Mediterranean (d–f). All variables are expressed in terms of absolute units: precipitation (mm/day; red and blue lines; a, d), precipitation plus irrigation over
IRR grid cells (mm/day; green lines; a, d), near-surface soil moisture (mm; b, e), and evaporative fraction (unitless; c, f). Solid lines indicate the ensemble
median, while shading shows the 25th–75th percentile range calculated across the ensemble.
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Figure 13. Hydroclimate over IRR (blue and green) and NON (red) grid cells in the GISS-SST ensemble for Southwest
Asia. All variables are expressed in terms of absolute units: precipitation (mm/day; red and blue lines; a), precipitation
plus irrigation over IRR grid cells (mm/day; green lines; a), near-surface soil moisture (mm; b), and evaporative
fraction (unitless; c). Solid lines indicate the ensemble median, while shading shows the 25th–75th percentile range
calculated across the ensemble.
because irrigation rates are so large compared to background precipitation and thus are able to maintain sig-
nificantly higher absolute soil moisture values in the IRR grid cells (Figure 13b). This sustained increase in
soil moisture allows for large and sustained increases in evaporative fraction (+0.15) and latent heat fluxes,
which effectively moderates the warming out to the end of the 21st century (Figure 8f).
3.4.5. Central and Northern China
Central and Northern China are the two most mesic regions in ModelE, with high precipitation (Figures 14a
and 14d) and evaporative fraction (Figures 14c and 14f) values in excess of 0.5, close to the transition
between moisture and energy-limited evaporative regimes. Precipitation changes over Central China are
small (Figure 14a), but precipitation increases strongly in the 21st century over Northern China (Figure 14d).
Despite this increase in precipitation, however, soil moisture actually decreases over NON grid cells in
Northern China (Figure 14e), likely a consequence of increased evaporative demand and evapotranspira-
tion in response to atmospheric warming. Over IRR, however, increased precipitation and irrigation cause
increases in absolute soil moisture from the twentieth century to the early 21st century (Figure 14e). Even
with the 21st century soil moisture drying, soil moisture over IRR grid cells is higher at the end of the 21st
Figure 14. Hydroclimate over IRR (blue and green) and NON (red) grid cells in the GISS-SST ensemble for Central China (a–c) and the Northern China (d–f).
All variables are expressed in terms of absolute units: precipitation (mm/day; red and blue lines; a, d), precipitation plus irrigation over IRR grid cells (mm/day;
green lines; a, d), near-surface soil moisture (mm; b, e), and evaporative fraction (unitless; c, f). Solid lines indicate the ensemble median, while shading shows
the 25th–75th percentile range calculated across the ensemble.
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century compared to the early twentieth baseline, which manifests as a positive difference in soil mois-
ture anomalies (Figure 9h). Over Central China, irrigation and precipitation contribute to higher absolute
soil moisture over the IRR versus NON grid cells for the entire period of simulation (Figure 14b). Relative
changes in soil moisture, however, are similar in both IRR and NON, even if the absolute differences are
large, resulting in limited irrigation effects on soil moisture trends in this region (Figure 9g).
Irrigation significantly dampens warming trends in both Central and Northern China (Figures 8g and 8h),
an ostensibly surprising result given that these areas occupy borderline energy-limited evaporative regimes
(Figures 14c and 14f) where temperature responses to irrigation would be expected to be weak. However,
warming increases evaporative demand in the atmosphere, relaxing energy constraints on evapotranspira-
tion (Cook et al., 2014; Scheff & Frierson, 2013), which increases the sensitivity of evapotranspiration in
these regions to surface moisture availability. With warming-driven increases in evaporative demand, irri-
gation results in sustained increases to evaporative fraction and latent heating, which diminishes warming
over IRR versus NON grid cells, especially over Central China (Figure 8g). Over Northern China, this irri-
gation cooling effect is transient and strongest in the early 21st century (Figure 8h). This may be due, in
part, to the strong wetting trend in precipitation over both IRR and NON grid cells, adding another source
of increased moisture availability on top of irrigation and potentially overcompensating for any increases in
evaporative demand, diminishing the benefits of irrigation for temperature in this region.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
Changes in anthropogenic greenhouse gas forcing will dominate the global evolution of the climate system
over the next century. Locally, however, climate change will be filtered through a variety of important pro-
cesses operating at smaller scales that may amplify or attenuate regional impacts. Here, we investigated the
capacity for irrigation to modulate future warming and soil moisture drying caused by increases in green-
house gas forcing over the 21st century. Using a large ensemble simulation with the GISS climate model
(ModelE), we found that maintaining current irrigation rates into the future will continue to attenuate
climate change impacts on SAT and soil moisture in regions like the Mediterranean, Mexico, and South-
west Asia, even in the face of increasing greenhouse forcing and warming. However, we found that these
regional climate responses to irrigation are highly sensitive to the mean state of, and changes in, the local
hydroclimate regime.
For soil moisture, irrigation effects manifest most strongly in regions where climate change causes soil mois-
ture drying in the future, through either declines in precipitation (e.g., Western Mediterranean) or increases
in evaporative losses from increased precipitation and higher evaporative demand (e.g., Northern China).
Our study demonstrates that sustaining current irrigation rates could significantly buffer, though likely not
completely prevent, soil moisture losses in the future in these areas. For temperatures, irrigation effects will
likely be most significant in regions where evapotranspiration is currently limited by soil water availability
(e.g., Mexico) or will become increasingly so in the future (e.g., Central China) through warming-induced
increases in evaporative demand. In some regions, however, future drying may be so severe (e.g., the East-
ern Mediterranean) that current irrigation rates will be unable to compensate for expected moisture losses
by the end of the 21st century, meaning that any irrigation benefit will be temporary. Thus, while irriga-
tion will likely remain a significant anthropogenic climate forcing that should be considered when assessing
regional climate change impacts and adaptation policies centered around agriculture and land use devel-
opment (e.g., Hirsch et al., 2017; Seneviratne et al., 2018), the magnitude of its impacts will likely be highly
regionally dependent.
This work is intended as a broad sensitivity study to assess the potential for irrigation to continue ameliorat-
ing climate impacts against a steadily increasing background warming trend. Our results and conclusions
therefore need to be framed within several important uncertainties and caveats. First, we use an ensem-
ble simulation of a single climate model, ModelE, which may bias our results in important ways. There are
often large differences across climate models in land-atmosphere coupling strength (Berg & Sheffield, 2018;
Koster et al., 2004) and regional precipitation responses to warming (Knutti & Sedlacek, 2013). All these fac-
tors can affect the magnitude and timing of irrigation effects on climate within models (e.g., Boucher et al.,
2004; Puma & Cook, 2010; Sacks et al., 2009). In the case of precipitation, 21st century JJA precipitation
trends in the GISS-SST ensemble are largely consistent with other CMIP5 models that were also forced with
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RCP 8.5 (Knutti & Sedlacek, 2013). This includes drying over Mexico and the Western and Eastern Mediter-
ranean, wetting over Central and Northern China, and weaker (and less robust) trends over Western North
America, the Central Plains, and Southwest Asia.
We also only considered one forcing scenario in our ensemble, RCP 8.5. This represents one of the highest
greenhouse gas forcing pathways available, which generated a strong and transient warming over the 21st
century that allowed us to evaluate irrigation effects across a range of warming levels. However, it is pos-
sible that irrigation effects may manifest differently in lower forcing scenarios, such as RCP 4.5, including
those that stabilize climate toward the end of the 21st century. In addition to changes in global radiative
forcing from greenhouse gas concentrations, RCP 8.5 also includes its own land use scenario that could
also affect the interpretation of our results. Land cover change in RCP 8.5, however, is primarily character-
ized by widespread deforestation and expansion of crop lands in the tropics and subtropics. For most of our
regions (Western North America, Central Plains, Eastern Mediterranean, Southwest Asia, Central China,
and Northern China), which occupy the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes, land cover changes were min-
imal over the 21st century, typically less than 10–20%. In regions that saw more substantial shifts (cropland
expansion in Mexico and declines in crop areas in the Western Mediterranean), these land cover changes
were spatially extensive, affecting both IRR and NON grid cells. The effect of land cover changes on IRR
and NON differences in our analysis is therefore likely relatively minor.
The representation of irrigation within ModelE, and climate models in general, is another key uncertainty
(Mathur & AchutaRao, 2019). This includes both how irrigation water is applied to the landscape and the
specific irrigation scenario we chose for the 21st century. Two major weaknesses in the implementation of
irrigation in ModelE are (1) groundwater for irrigation is treated as an effectively unlimited resource and
(2) irrigation is applied to the full vegetated area of the grid cells, rather than just the agricultural fraction.
As a consequence, the total land area irrigated is larger in ModelE compared to the original IWD data set,
even though the total volume of irrigation water itself is the same, and there is always enough water to meet
the demand, factors that together could lead to an overestimate of irrigation effects on climate. While this
is suboptimal and largely constrained by limitations in the model architecture (e.g., there is no separate
agricultural soil tile or column in ModelE), we also note that there are no defined standards or established
state-of-the-art implementations for irrigation treatments in climate models. For example, in the latest ver-
sion of the Community Earth System Model (CESM2 Danabasoglu et al., 2020), irrigation water is first
sourced from river water storage; if the demand cannot be satisfied from these sources, water is then taken
from the oceans (Lawrence et al., 2018). The implicit assumption in CESM2 is thus that this water must
come from desalinization, when in fact irrigation water is overwhelmingly sourced from surface freshwater
and groundwater sources (Siebert et al., 2010; Thenkabail et al., 2009). Irrigation in CESM2 also depends
solely on crop water demands (Lawrence et al., 2018), ignoring potential nonphysical constraints that are
included within the offline calculated IWD estimates (Wada et al., 2014). This can lead to issues over some
regions like South Asia, where in CESM2, the model-based crop planting dates incorrectly bias planting and
irrigation over much of the region toward spring, resulting in a warm bias during other seasons in the region
(Danabasoglu et al., 2020). Integrating irrigation into climate models thus remains a challenging task for
any modeling group, and advances in this regard would strongly benefit from more careful model represen-
tations of actual irrigation practices in terms of timing, source of water, method of application, and decision
making.
We also acknowledge that our future irrigation scenario, where modern irrigation rates are effectively main-
tained through to the end of the 21st century regardless of any changes in water resources, may be overly
optimistic, especially in light of current constraints on recent irrigation expansion and intensification (Elliott
et al., 2014; Faurès et al., 2002; Turral et al., 2011). There are, in fact, good reasons to expect that irriga-
tion will decline in many regions, as water demands increase (e.g., with increased population and climate
change) and nonrenewable water resources (e.g., groundwater) are depleted. Future work should therefore
consider alternative irrigation scenarios, including those where irrigation is more strongly constrained by
changes in water availability, and improved assessments of what would actually be required to maintain or
increase irrigation in a rapidly warming world.
Lastly, while current irrigation may incidentally serve to help diminish greenhouse gas-forced climate
changes now and in the future, we nonetheless caution against its direct promotion as a climate adaptation
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strategy. Our study highlights the importance of irrigation as a regional climate forcing, but the immen-
sity of water that must be added to maintain these irrigation rates is nontrivial. Current irrigation demands
are often satisfied at the expense of water resources elsewhere through groundwater depletion (Famiglietti,
2014; Rodell et al., 2009; Wada et al., 2010) or impacts on return flows (e.g., Grafton et al., 2018). Such water
resource abstractions are already unsustainable in many regions, and promoting irrigation as a mitigation
strategy could work against the development of alternative cropping systems for climate adaptation (e.g.,
climate smart agriculture Hirsch et al., 2018; Lipper et al., 2014). Thus, while irrigation will likely continue
to have important impacts on regional climate in the future, it will not serve as a sufficient replacement for
the direct mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions.
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